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REPORT OF MEEI'ING OF \o/ORKING GROUP ON NORTH ATLANTIC SAU10N 
The Working Group on North Atlantic Salmen met at ICES Headquarters from. 
13-16 April 1982. The following members participated: 
W G Doubleday 
L Marshall 
J H C Pippy 
D Reddin 
J A Ritter 
O Christensen 
Sv. A- Horst ed 
J Hpller Jensen 
H Jakupsstovu 
R Mooritsen 
M Thibault 
Th. Gudjonsson 
J Browne 
L P Hansen 
M Holm 
P O Larssen 
B B Parrish 
E C E Potter 
~l N Shearer 
K U Vickers 
B E Skud 
M Ja.kovenko 
S Voronovskaya 
Canada 
Denmark 
Faroe Islands 
France 
Iceland 
Ireland 
Norway 
lf• 
Sweden 
UK (Chairman) 
USA 
USSR 
The ICES Statistician, Hr K Hoydal, also attended some of the ~/orking 
Group's sessions. 
Hain Tasks 
In addition to reviewing the latest information on the intercept'ion salmen 
fisheries and exploiteq stocks at Hest Greenland and in the ilorHegian Sea, and 
the fisheries and stocks in home-waters, the Working Gro&p considered specific 
requests for ICES advice on the following items concerning the management of 
North Atlantic salmen stocks. 
1. A request from the Canadian Government for advice, pre~ented in the 
form of a graph, on "what quota should apJClY to the ~lest Greenlanc 
fishery in 1982 to ensure that the mortality of salmen of Canadian or 
Community origin does n~t exceed the ffiortality resulting from a q~ota 
of 1,190 tennes taken in accorda.nce v:ith the fic:hing patterns in 1976/77 
for different opening dates falling between 10 August and 10 September 
and on the assumption that the mesh size will be 1 (a) the same as 
during the 1981 fishing season, (b) 140 mm?" 
2. A request fro~ the Faroese Home Government (through the Danish Foreign 
Mini stry) for advice on the follmling questions:-
11 1(a) Is ICES in a position to advise on a TAC for salmon, which 
would guarantee a certain survival rate, which would maintain 
the home-water stocks and safeguard the spawning in the rivers 
on some optimal level 
(b) What the effect of smolt releases on this would be. 
2 Is ICES in the position to calculate the increase in stock weight 
during the feeding season of the part of the salmon stock that 
migrates to the waters: around the Faroe Islands.tt 
The 1-/orking Group also considered further the proposRls for a cooperative 
programme of research on the salmon fishery:and exploited stock.in the Faroes 
area which had been prepared by a Study Group established in accordance VJith ICES 
Resolution Ct.l.1981/2:7 • 
A. HEST GREENLAND FISHERY 
1. Stat1stics and Comoosition of the Fishery 
~he reported nominal catches of salmon at West Greenland in years 1960 to 
1981 are given in Table 1. In 1981 the fishery took place in the period 25 hugust 
to 31 October. and the nominal catch was 1,264 tonnes, which is 6 tennes below 
the quota of 1,270 tonnes set by the European Community. 
As in previous years, the total quota was divided into two components; a 
"free component" for which all licensed fish~rmen can take part, and a "small boat 
component" which is allocated to small vessels on a district basis. 
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The· free component Has fished during the period 25 August to 13 September 
and the catches amounted to only 968 tonnes. The remaining part of the quota, 
the "small boat component", vtas fished for thereafter from 1.4 September to 
1 October, but the catches in that period amounted only to 132 tonnes. In order 
to fulfil the quota of 1,270 tennes it was nece~sary to re-open the fishery for 
all licensed fishermen, and from 2 October to 31 October 164 tonnes. were taken. 
The distribution of the fishery betvteen NAFO Divisions in 1981 was different 
from that in the years 1979 and 1980 (Table 2). In 1981 the fishery had a more 
northerly distribution than i11 those years, which may be due to the later opening 
date an~ the extended duration of the fishing season~ 
2. Or i gin of Salmon at \-lest· Greenland 
. Further information presented to the \Vorking ~roup on the identification of 
::orth Pmerican a.r1d European origin salmon. in the 'tiest Greenland population from 
scale characteristics, indicated changes relative to earlier years in the growth 
patterns of scales from some European salmon belonging to the 1979 ar.d possibly 
also the 1980 smolt year-classes. These changes were cha.racter:is e d by lov:er 
numbers of circuli in the first sea growth zone than those observed in the original 
1968-1970 scale material used to calculate the discriminant fuRctions by which 
the relative proportions cf North American and European origin salmon at West 
Greenland were estimated. Although this difference vtas only investigated in home-
water sar.:pleE the possibility exists that it "'as also present in salrr.on at Hest 
Greenland in 1980 a.nd 1981, and would re sult in some of the European sal mon in the 
populatio~ being erroneously identified as North American salmon. The Working 
Group accordingly recomrn!nds that the possible inaccuracies in the discriminant 
function classi:ications resulting from these changes should be investigated furthe~ 
for 1980 and 1981, ancl also for the period 1975-79 for which no validation stuaies 
for European salmon have bee:1 conducted. 
The ~orking Group noted that this new information does not affect the,assessment 
of the \vest Greenland quota in relation to changes in the timing of the fishery and 
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the mesh size used, as that was based on the mean continental proportions for 
the years 1972-1978. 
3. Biological Characteristics 
The results of earlier :lnvestigations by the ICES/ICNAF Joint Working Party 
on North Atlantic.~almon showed that the exploited salmon population at West 
Gr~.:enland was composed almost entirely ( > 9o%) of one sea-winter salmon which 
if surviving and returning to home-waters would do so as two or more sea-win~er 
·fish. Tbey also showed that it consisted principally of female salmon, the female: 
male ratio being about 3:1. The results of more recent analyses reported to the 
V/orking Group were in conformity with the earlier observations with respect to the 
' sex ratio. However they showed that the proportion of two or more sea-winter salmen 
in the population, which if surviving would return to home-waters as three or more 
sea-winter fish bad decreased from ·about 1o% in 1969 to a mee.n of less than 37{, 
in the period 1979-1981. 
4. Gill-net Nesh Selectivity Factors 
At its last meeting in April 1981 the Working Group considered estimat~d 
mesh selectivity factors for monofilament nylon gill-nets in the West Greenland 
salmen fishery. The differences between estimates from three experiments in 1972. 
1978. and 1980 suggested uncertainties of 3-4% in the selectivity factor. T~is 
observa_ti on. was confirrr.ed by ån analysis presented at the present meet ing. us ing 
a ~tatistical model which calculated 95% confidence intervals of ~ 3% for the 
value obtained from the 1980 experiment. 
The lvorking Group also considered a theoretical analysis of the implications 
of two types of uncertainty on mesh size recommendations. Uncertainty in the 
estimated selectivity factor has a direct impact on the achievement of a target 
catch compositio~. Calculations carried out in 1981 suggested that a 1% change 
(or error in estimation of the K factor) in mesh size results in about a 1% change 
in the proportions of Korth Pme~ican and European origin salmon in the catch. 
If, hO\•Iever; the mesh sizes in use vary about a mean mesh size corresponding 
exactly to the target r.iesh size according to a normal probability distribution, the 
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percentage composition of the catch is not affe~ted, but the effective 
selectivity curve for the fishery i~ broadened, with reduced efficiency at the 
modal selected size. In the Hest Greenland fishery this wmHd lead to an increase 
in the number of fish encountering the gear corresponding to a given catch and 
would be expected to be associated with higher escapement mortality than would 
occur if all nets had mesh si:z.es equal to the target. No estimat es were available 
of the magnitude of the increased escapement mortality. 
Based on the se analyses, the Jlorking Group reiterates i ts suggestion in 
last year's report tha~ a regulated range of acceptable mesh sizes of ~ 5% of 
the 140.mm target value could be established without excessive potential deviation 
from the goal of equalising the proportions of continent of origin in the catches 
;nd the exploited population •. This means that· if several meshes of a net are 
I:ieasured, all should be v.·ithin 5% of the target mesh size. 
5. Measurement of Mesh Size of Gill-nets 
P. small e;roup met in Copenhagen in Lecember 1981 to consider calibrating the 
P.iethod of measurement of mesh sizes on v:nich the \-/orking Group had based i ts 
advice in 1981 with methods used by net manufacturers and by fishery officers. 
The follm,ing procedure \·las p:roposed for salmen gill net mesh "size r.;easurement: 
"P. triangular gauge 2 mm ir, thickness as used by the Danish Fisheries 
Inspectorate should be inserted into the mesh lumen parallel to the 
head rope so that its sides are in contact with the net material. h 
O. 5 kg weight should then be suspended fro;r, the botto:n of the gauge and 
the gauge allowed to fall as far as possible into the lumen and the 
measurement ta~en to the .nearest r:ir:J. 11 
Comp~rison between the new method a~d t~e ~ethod used in t~e assess~ent 
shov:s so:ne differe::.ces, and so::-.e of these are sig::ifica::t ·.-:!"',e!l test ed statisL.cal::.:;. 
~ e s u l t s of regression analyses i~dicate that ~ithin a ranGe of 9C to ~5J =~ 
:nesh si:>;e no conversior.: is necessary. J.. conversion factor beh!ee!l t.te ::e:.,- rr,ethod 
and the ~ettod for ~eas~ri~g nets ~n t~e factcry ~as also cslc~!ated. 
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The Working Group rev iev1ed several methods of measuring mesh sizes of 
salmon gill nets and the relationship•between them. Variation in the load 
,elongation properties of gill nets depends not only on the nylon netting yarn 
used but also on the shape (oval or round) and thickness 'of the filaments, the 
construction of the net and the duration of use. For three samples of monofilament 
nylon nets tested, the mean size of mesh measured with zero load v:as _up to 2.5% 
larger when wet than when dry; under tension, the difference v;as up to 696. 
English experimental results presented at the meeting suggest that the ~ean 
tension in a net mesh when a salmon is caught, is probably at least 3.5 kg. The 
mean mesh sizes of the three monofilament samples when measured wet with a load 
of 3.5 kg Here between 8% and 15% larger than for the same samples measured dry 
with zero load. 
The Herking Group considered that in fisheries v.rhere a wide variety of types 
of nets may be used, it might be appropriate for regulatory purposes to measure 
meshes when wet and with a load of 3.5 kg. HoVJever, if, as is expected to be the 
case in the viest Greenland fishery in the future, there is little variation in 
of net 
the ty:t:e{used, a simpler rneasurement technique rnay be applied. _ 
The vlor.ki:cg Group co::tsiders c:n the basis of the data from t~e English 
experiments that the target mesh size of 140 mm measured by nev/ methods proposed 
by the small group of experts, indicated above, is applicable to nets si~ilar to 
those. used in the :r.esh selectivity experi:nents at \·.'est Greenland, which v1ere Made 
of monofila:r.ent nylon twine having a d::arr;eter of 0.6 r.:rr.. 
6. Request for ICES advice by Canadian Goverr;ment a::d :S:SC Comr.:ission 
The Working Group considered the request by tte Ca~ad::an Gover:c~ent and EE 
Co:r.::;ission for advice on the \-lest. ::Jreenla:;,d quota ir. rela: :o:~ to tir.1ing o: fi.shery 
and ~esh size as set o~t i~ (1) under ~a·n Tasks. I~ doi~g so it interpreted the 
r::eaning o: the word 11 i.1orta.lity' 1 to be the :nortality attrib'Jted to both fis~:.~g and 
natural ~auses such that losses to the home-water stocks 1-.'ould not di:fer fro::; that 
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attributed to a 1,190 tonnes quota, under conditions of an Pugust 10 opening 
dP.te and fishing patterns similar to•1976/77. This interpretation is consistent 
wi~h the underlying conditions applying in the provision of previous advice on 
this subject. 
The Working Group, after considering the r~quest in the context of the advice 
provided in its 19/)1 report, and in the light of new information re\riewed at the 
present meeting, concluded that no basis existed for altering the parameter values 
adopted in last year's assessment .. Key parameters included the assumption of a 
"no:-:1al 11 gill-net selectivity curve, an average stock composition of 42.85% North 
A~erican and 57.15% European origin salmon, growth curves for both stock co~ponents 
and a r.:onthly natural mortality rate of 1~b. fl.lloHable catch (quota) levels for 
?~eLing dates span~ing the period 10 August to 1 Septe~ber we~e de~~rmined by 
" ir.terpolatio::; o:: data used. to provide estirr.ates of optirr.al :r.esh size and allowable 
ca':ches for si:nilar oper.inl; dates. P.llowable catches for dates extending from 1-1G 
Se;te~ber were esti~ated by extrapolation of the values calculated for opening 
dates 10 August to 1 Serte~ber. 
Estirnation of allowable catches for the mesh size used in 1981 was not possible 
because of lack o! information en the mesh sizes presently in use and their relative 
q·...;ar:L.ties. It was however noted that the predominant mesh size sold was 67 mm 
no:'::.r:al CE.:' length, or ir: ter;r.s of measured mesh size, 134 ::1~. Hence: allcv:able 
catches :or 134 ~m :nesh size were calcu~ted and are presented below and in Figure 
:or :JT->e~~ir.[ :lates extending fro::-, 18 August to 10 Septe:::ber. These catches :-eyrese::t 
a pste::tial situation should phasing-in of the 134 rr..-:: ~esh size at \-.'est Greenlar.d 
be co~tin~ed. Also presented are the corresponding allo~able catc~es ~or nets 
o:' 1110 r.::,, the target mesh size reco!'llmended by ICES in 1;~;. C:'-'a~ratic cur':es \o:ere 
u~ed for interpolation and extrapolation. 
The opti~al mesh size for a given OFening date gives the pr~portions of ~crth 
1-.::-.e::-ica;: ?.nd European salr.1on in catc~es equal to their proportions in t!:e 
explo:ted pJpulation. 
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Onening date 
10 /,u gust 
20 August 
25 August 
1 i:eptember 
10 September 
Estimated Allo•·able Catch (tonnes) 
134 mm 
Hesh size 
1 ,091 
1,114 
1,125 
1 '139 
1,154 
140 mr:J 
!l,esh size 
1,189 
1,235 
1,2531 
1,271 
1,285 
1Recalculation and interpolation of allowable catch data 
resulted in a 25 Aug-ust value of 1,253 tonnes rather than 
1,256 tonnes as advised by ICES in 1981. 
The "optimal" r::esh size for a 10 Septer:1bar opening date v:as estima ted 
to be 141.2 mm by extrapolation of the daily increase in previously calculated 
"opti:r.al" ræsh size for cpening dates fron: 10 August to September. Since the 
::::ferer.ce beh'een 140 ~:r. and this value is v:ithin the boul'!ds of accuracy of the 
detailed calculations pertaining to season opening date and mesh size, the 140~m 
target mesh size previously recommended by the Horki!":g Group for opening dates 
exte::di1:g from 10 August to 1 Septer.1ber wo:.tld also arply to this extended period. 
The \·.'orking Group noted that its calc:1latior..s on this subject \·lere based 
on pa~ameter values derived through an averaging of data for several years. 
sir.ce these data indicate a~r.ual variations in co~ditions within the fishery 
~~d t~e exrloited population the advice of tte Working Gro~p ~ust there:ore 
be co~sidered as relating to a~ average situatio:: or year. Relative variation 
fro~ year to year. for exa~ple in the compositio:: a~c growth rates of the exploited 
}:Opulatio!"".~ are cf the sa:;.e order of ::1r..g:1:.tuåe ac 'the calc·.;lated c::ange i~ catch 
Recognising the continuing and increased uncertainties in the esti~ates 
of selectivity factors and of mesh si~es in use, and also the observed changes 
in the growth of European origin salmen in 1980 and 1981 an~ in the composition 
of the exploited population, the Working Group examined the sensitivity of its 
estirna tes of allol·:able eat c hes to the se factors.- Calculations carried out in 
1981 shov1ed that the calculated equivaler.ts to the reference catch are rather 
insensitive to the co~position of the exploited stock since an increase in the 
proportion of :~orth ,"::-:erican origiD salmen in the population from. 42.85% to 50% 
led to a decrease of onl;y 1~tonnesin the calculated all01.;able catch. Errors 
in estimation of the selectivity factor have a direct impact on the co~position 
of the catch vli th a 1% error in that factor leading to about a 1% change in the 
~3tch co~positio~. 
Grov;th rates are also important in determining the calculated catch since 
increased catches !or later fishing seasons are due to the rapid growth of salmen 
at West Gree~land. h 1% change in the growth increment of either co~ponent would 
lead to a·aout a ~% c:hange in the calcula ted catch increment for a given opening 
date. 
As a eat:': ior.r..ry note, the· v/or king Group 1d. shes to point o"ut that v1hile the 
selectioc curves used in the assessment we·ebaFed on li~ited data. the;y represent 
the best esti~ates available. It considers that further studies of fhe selectivity 
of the gear used or. the :ishery are needed. 
1. Catch Statist:cs and Characteristics of Fishery 
The reported no~ir.al catches taken in the long line fis~ery in the corthern 
::orwegian Sea (:::orth oi' latitude 67°1\) in t!le :vears 1965-1~!81. a:-.c i;, the Far.oes 
area in 1963-19?1 are given in Tatles 3 and 4 respectively. 
Northern Norwegian Sea 
The data ir: Tacle 3 show that in 1981 the reported no:::i:::al catch ":ake:1 in tr.e 
northern norwegian Sea. at 213 tennes. was 62 tennes higher than in 1980, but 
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~~B atill co~side~ably lo~e~ tt:~ durinr tte feriod 1~69-1976. Tte Lnnist fish~ry 
in this area, prosecuteci ~n 1~~1 by e Vesse]s, ~a~ carried OJt ~ai~ly in hpril and 
l-:<iy :n the "international" \·.c,ters Z0lle to the north of the ?aroes, Hhe:re a part 
of the Faroese fishery also took place. lEe and wei~tt data for fish landed fro~ 
this fis!lery in 4q81 f."lVe nr, esti:nat'ed sea-at;e co:npositi.o:1 of 25~~ h!O-sea-v:inter 
and 15% three-sea-winter sal;:;o.n respect ively, and a?J esti:r.at ed ;::ear, \·:e:ight of 
3.84 l<g. 
Faroes Area 
The data in Table 4 show that fro~ a moderate increase in catch in the Faroes 
area in the mid 1970· s, the fishery, prosecuted by Faroese and Danish long-l~ners, 
escalated substantially :ro~ 1979. to reach a yield slightly above 1,000 tonnes in 
1981. The increase in ttese years was due partly to a~ extension of the fishi:1g 
sea~on and partly to an :ncrease in the number of vessels taking part in the 
fishery. 
The present fishing season in the Faroes area extends from October to June, 
with the greatest intensity of fishing in February-March. Faroese and Danish 
vessels taking part 1n the fishery do so under licence. 
f..lthough the 1981/2·2 fishing season started in October 1981. the catches 
in the period October-Iece:ncer were poor, probably due r.:ainly to squid (Tocaris' 
sagi ttatus) co:~_!)eting \·:ith salrr.on for bait on the long lines. ~By January 19B2. 
the squid had migrated fro~ the area and the catch rate of salrnon increased 
ccnsideratly. The Fa:coe:oe fis!-:e:cy in the 1981/82 seascn has tal-:en pla::e :::octl:y 
in the .r,crthern part c: the ?aroese 200 :::ile zor.e a:c.d. as indicated abo·Je, haE 
extended to some exte~t ~~to international waters to the north of it. In this 
in the future be restricted to waters ~ittir. the Faroese econo:::ic zone in acccrda~ce 
v:' th the provisions o: the ::ev: 'Cor.ver.tior, :'or the Cor.c-e:cYation of Sal;;.on ir. the 
::o:--th t.tlantic Ocean". 
2. co~~1~1tr::..:s of Ori{:'i!1 of Sa.2.;:-o:: ca~Jf.:[_t i!l the I~c::-t1-~e:-:-:~c::h'et:ia!"". Sea a:-4c ?a:!"oe~ 
.~.rea Fisheries 
hs indicated in ~re~'o~s reports (ICES :ocs. C~.195C/~:10. Tat~es 3 and 4 
ar::d c.;.:.19E1/:<:10 '::'able 6) ::c:::'o:;:r.atior. o" tr.e coc:ntr:es o: c:cie;:in o: t!;e sa];.,or. 
porulation exploited in the northerr. Norwe~ian Sea and Faroes area fisheries is 
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available from the recaptures in these f:sheries of fish tagged as smolts in 
home waters , and for the Faroes area population on recaptures in 
hon:.e waters of salmon tagged in the vicinity of the Faroes in the years 1969-76. 
Further data on the recaptures in theFa·roese area of salmon tagged as smolts in 
home waters are given in Table 5 for the years 1975-1982 (up to 16 April). 
The Working Group noted that while these data provide a qualitative 
indication of the countries of origin of the exploited population in the area, 
they are not sufficient ·by themselves to estimate reliably the re~ative proportions 
of the different country of origin components of the population. In order to 
estimate these proportions, information i~ required of the total smolt runs in 
each country together with information on the smolt tagging (number tagged and 
~~timates of tagging mortality, tag loss etc). 
3. Biological Characteristics 
Further data on the length. weight and age compositions of salmon caught 
in the Faroese fishery were obtained by scientific observers aboard commercial 
vessels during V.arch and December 1981 and in January. February·and Harch 1982. 
These data indicate t:r.at as in previous years the catch comprised salmon v1hich 
and 3 years earlier, 
entered tte sea as smolts 1., 2ttheir estimated contribution to ·the total catch in 
1981 being 2%, 71% and 27% respectively. They also gave an estimate of the 
discarded catch below the minimum landing size of 5% by number. This'represents 
a substantially higher proportion of 2 and 3 year-class fish in the catch and a 
lm:er proportion of å:iscards than ~stirrated for the fishery in previous years, and 
used in the vlorking Group' s preliminary assessr:1ent of the effects of the fishery 
on ho::Je-waters stocks at last ye-ar' s meeting (C.J1.1981/H: 10, Appendix 1). The 
mean weight of all fish landed i-:. 1981 1-1as esti:~ated to [.e !:,6.6 kt;. 
to be 1.3 kg, giving a mean weight of the total catch of approximately 4.6 kg. 
4. Reguest for ICES advice from Eo:ne Government of Faroe Islands 
The \'lorking Group considered the request for advice fro:n the Home Gov'ernment 
of the Faroe Islands as set out in 2 und-er l1a_in Tasks. 
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Item 1(a) TAC for salmen 
In considering this part of the request the Herking Group took the question 
to r~fer to a single TAC for the total salmen population in the North Atlantic, 
and for the combined home-waters and interception fisheries in that area. ·The 
Working Group recognised that whilst the adoption of a single TAC, as a basis for 
stock ffianagement is possible in principle for salmen as for other fish stocks, 
its determination for the total North Atlw~tic salmen population, satisfying ,the 
criteria specified in the request presents a number of major problems and 
difficulties. Of particular importance is the fact that the total population is 
cor:1posed of many separate discrete spawning stocks of widely different sizes and 
having different biological characteristics, distributions and population dynamics 
in their freshwater and marine life history phases. Hence, the determ'nation of 
a TAC for the population as a whole, which safeguards the. indiv"idual stocks \~ould 
necessitate the identification of the individual stock components and their 
population parar:Jeters ~hroughout their exploited life history phases, and especially 
in rnixed stock feeding areas remote from their home rivers, in~hich the majn 
interception fisheries are centred and which may exploit d~fferent size and age 
co~pnnents of individual stocks. 
For the Baltic sal~on population. the Baltic Salmen Assessment Vlorking Group 
adopted· a model of the fOllowi~g form for the change in stock size in a given area 
in a set time period. 
Stock in area A at time t+1 Stock i~ a~ea A at time t 
+ recrc;itments 
+ gr01vth 
+ immigrat~on into area A 
- e rr. i grat ion frorr: area A 
fishing rr.ortality in area A 
- natural rr.ortali ty 
While such a model Could form the basis of a North Atlantic salmen assess~ent model. 
unlike the situation i~ the Baltic, the esti~ation of the various population 
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parameters for the complex stock situation outlined above presents formidable 
difficulties. These are considered below. 
(i·) Recruitment 
In a simple system a salmen fishery management policy might aim to control 
exploitation levels so as to leave only the "optimal spawning escapement". ie 
the number of spavmers required for the maintenance of maximum smolt production. 
Jwever, the relationship between the number of returning adult spawners and the 
production of smolts is poorly understood for the North Atlantic salmen stocks. 
\Vhat dat.a there are suggest that it is probably very· variable both within and 
between river systems. The "optimal spawning escapement level" is relatively 
easily defined if the stock and recruitment curve is domed. that is to say if, 
~, the number of spawners increases the smolt production rises to a maximum level 
(the optimal point) and then decreases. Ho\vever, it seems more likely that for 
North Atlantic salmon having no cannabalism and no interaction between the spawning 
and juvenile stocks. the stock and recruitment curve will be asymptotic, approaching 
a plateau at the maximum parr or smolt carrying capacity of the river. With 
fluctuations in density independent factors (eg environmental ~onditions) there may 
be large annual variations in the maximum carrying capacity. Thus. depending to 
some extent on the shape of the curve and the relative levels of the ~quilibrium 
~0sition a;,d the ::~aximum carrying capacity, it is likely that an "optimal" or 
·•required" spawning escapement will be very difficult to determine. 
These proble~s are relatively uni~portant in the Ealtic v1here 7096 of the 
annual smolt production originates from hatcheries. Consequently a large part of 
the s~olt productio~ can be precisely counted and fairly accurate predictions of 
smolt runs may be made some time in advance. Such a syste~ is tolerant to 
11accidental over-fishing" or periods of poor natural production. This has bee:~ 
demonstrated by the maintenance of fairly steady total s~olt production in the 
Baltic during the 1970s despite an estimated 50% decline in the spawning escape~ent 
obtained from parr surveys. The ~orth Atlantic system, in which the 
overwhel~ingly greater part of the smolt production is from natural spawnin5, does 
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no't shs.re this tolerance in recruitment characteristics. Some of th~ component 
stocks are probably not operating at "optimal levels 11 in that, given greater 
spawni_ng escapement, they could support considerably increased smolt p~oduction. 
(ii) Growth 
In the North Atlantic salmen population there are significant differences 
in the growth patterns of salmen from different areas, resulting from differences 
in the mean age or size of the smolts, variations in the t"ming. distance a~d 
routes of their migrations and other factors. The effect of these differer.ces 
has been demonstrated at \Vest Greenland where the different growth patterns of 
North American and European origin salmen influence the relative exploitation 
rates of the drift net fishery on these two components. Therefore, in estimating 
a TAC separate sets of growth data would be required for salmen from different 
stocks or areas. If continuous growth curves cannot be described, monthly mean 
lveight data may be necessary, particularly during the periods of the interception 
fisheries re~ote from home-waters, when small changes in the timing of the fishing 
seasons may significantly affect the yield (by numbers or weight) or the fishing 
mortality for a given allocated catch. 
(iii) Migration 
In contrast to the situation in the Baltic relatively little is known about., 
the migration patterns of salmon in the North Atlantic. A number of 11production 
are~s 11 may be described .,.;hose populations have quite different migratory behaviou:r 
(routes and timing)., resulting from both their geographic location and the different 
age distribution of the returning adults. 
(iv) Hatural mortality 
In i ts assess:nents of the ·effects of the Vles't Greenland and Non1egiar. Sea 
fisheries on home-v1ater stocks the 'vlorking Group has used estimates of natural 
mortality rates occurring during the period between the salmon's occurrence in 
those ~isheries and their return to home-waters, based on the hypothesis that 
the naturai mortality rate varies inversely with weight at age. Vlhile this is 
likely to provide more reliable estimates than the one of a constant H vålue, it 
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does not take acpount of mortality causing factor~ at different life history 
stages. The inverse weight model also implies that the tot~l natural mortality 
is likely to depend to some extent on the size and age-·of the smolts leaving the 
rivers, and hence may differ considerably between river stocks. 
(v) Sex ratio 
In the Baltic assessment model the proportion of females in the total 
population is determined at recruitment and assumed constant over the whole 
life span; grilse are.not thought to contribute to the reproductive potential 
of the stock and are t'herefore excluded from all sp?,wning stock calculations. 
This approach would not be appropriate for the North Atlantic salmon since in 
many river stocks grilse form a significant and sometimes the only component of 
··.:he spawning stock. There is also good evidence in many of the st·ocks that a. 
streng bias exists in f_avour of males returning as grilse and females as multi-
sea-winter fish. l-lale and female salmon may therefore tend to go to different 
feeding grounds and be exposed to different exploitation pressures. Thus the 
sex ratio may vary throughout the sea phase and differ between river stocks. 
These considerations indicate that the values of most of the parameters 
required to estimate a TAC for the total North Atlantic population are likely to 
vary considerably between different river stocks. It is currently not possible 
to identify and measure accurately the proportions and population parameters of 
each individ·Jal spawning stock in each mixed stock fishery. Hence it is unlikely 
to be possible through a single TAC regulation to ensure that the exploitation of 
the individual stocks is maintained at optimal levels and that so:ne of the::: are . 
not over exploited without sacrificing the potential total yield from the 
population as a whole. 
The \-!orking Group concluded on the basis of the above factors and considerations 
that it would not be possible at the present time to estimate and advise on a single 
TAC for the North Atlantic salmon population as a whole, which wculd satisfy the 
specified criteria guaranteeir,g a certain survival rate which would mair.tain the 
ho:ne-water stocks and safeguard the spawning in the rivers at some optir.;"_:::_ level. 
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Furthermore a TAC regulat:i,on does not seem to be an appropriate rnethod to 
adequately protect individual stocks which are harvested at least in part in 
, rnixed t?tock fisheries. 
Itern 1'(b) Effect of Srr.olt Releases 
If their survival and grov1th characteristics are the same as those of natural 
smolts the release of hatchery reared srnolts to the natural system would.oe 
equivalent to an increase in natural recruitrnent and hence in the total bio~ass 
of the exploited popt:lation. HO\·Jever, the results of smolt release progran:r.1es 
conducted in a nl'.:r.ber of countries in the llorth Atlantic have shown that in general 
the s~rvival of hatchery reared smolts is considerably lower than that of natural 
smolts entering the same sea water system, So, proportionate increases in bio!:lass 
may not be achieved, at least· under present smolt rearing practices. 
While enhancenent o: North Atlantic salmon is possible by releasing hatchery 
smolts, exploitation rates in the rnixed stock fisheries cannot be increased without 
incr~asing the exploitation rate on the wild stock. Hence, catches in a rnixed 
stock fishery can only be increased in proportion to the relative abundance·of the 
released fish in the total exploited populaticn for that fishery. 
Item 2 Increase in S":od:: 1.veight ouring Feeding Season. in Waters around Faroe Islands 
The vlorking Group recognised that for the calculation of the increase in the 
weight of the salmon population present in the waters around the Faroe Islands 
duri~g the feeding season infor~ation is required OL 
a) the ti:ne of .e,,try and departure (and hence residence time) of the 
various stoc% un:ts and age groups of salmon occurring in the area 
in the course of each feeding and gro<:ing season 
b) their a\'erage abundance · throughout the re~idence period 
c) the change in average weight of the different components during this time. 
Although sorne infor:r.::;.t'io,_ relating to a) and c) has been obtained during the past 
two fis~ing seasons ~re= co~=ercial catch sa~rliLg in the area, the intensity and 
coverage of which is 
planned to be increased, reliable measures of b) ~re not yet available. 
Consideration is currently being given to the estimation of population abundance 
i~ the ar-ea through catch/effort analyse~ and by the development of tagging 
programmes (see SectionB.~, the results of which, together with information 
on items a) and c) will,it is hoped, permit estimates of the increase in 
.population weight to be made. 
5. Plans for Joint Research in Faroes Area 
The \verking Group considered. the report (attached as Annex .1) of the 
~pecial Study Group set up at tpe 1981 Annual Meeting of ICES to draw up plans 
for a cooperative programme of data collection in the Faroes and northern 
Norwegian Sea fishery, and research on aspects of the biology of the exploited 
stock :-elevant to assessments. In endorsing the main elemen.ts of ,.the proposed 
data collection progra!T:rr:e·, involving scientific observers making voyages on 
cor.lt:lercial fishing vessels, the \o/or king Group recognised the need for a 
supplementary programme of shore-based market sampling to pr.ovide length, weight 
and age data of the landinga. It was agreed that the Faroese'coordinator of the 
programme would prepare in the first instance a detaileØ,specification of t~~ 
scientific observer and m~rket sampling progra~e to be conc1:cted in the 1982/83 
fishing season (although it was recognised that it would probably also be required 
to be p:.:rsued in subsequent years), based on the manpower and/or fi~ancial 
involvement already offered by the participating countries, and would submit it 
to the participants for their approval as soon as possible. It was also agreed 
that tnis v1ould include detailed specifications of the items of inforn:a"tion to 
be collected by the participating scientists and of the standard recording forms 
to be used. 
The following allocation of responsibilities for the compilation and analysis 
of :r.aterial collected in the programme was also agreel3. 
1) Routine length/weight, maturity, sex, discards, etc data (U.K. Låboratories). 
2) Age and scale characteristics analysis (Scottish laboratory). 
3) Blood samples for maturity at age investigation (Scottish laboratory). 
4) Tissue samples for racial investigations (Republic of Ireland laboratory). 
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.The Vlorking Group considered .in detail the. relative advantages and 
disadvantages of tagging programmes based on sålmon tagg~d in the Faroe area 
, and on smolts.in home-waters respe9tively, in relation to the information 
requiremen~ for assessment purposes. It conclutled that.whilst there was merit 
in the former approach, it was very doubtful if an experiment of sufficient size 
to ensure an adequate number of tag releases could be mounted· at reasonable cost. 
Hence, it endorsed the Study Group's proposal that, at least as a first step{ 
the second approach, involving smolt tagging with internal micro coded wire tags 
should be followed. 
The V/orking Group accordingly recommends that all of the European 9alinon 
producing countries should develop such smolt tagging programmes covering all 
of their smolt hatcrreries and as many of their natural smolt producing river 
systems as possible, and that arrangementa for the detection of tags in the 
catches taken in the Faroes area fishery form part of the data collection 
programme referred to above. It is further recommended that all coded wire 
tags collected in the Faroes fishery should be sent by the Faroes Fishery · 
Laboratory to the Irish Laboratory for reading. Countries are.also requested to 
supply information to the Working Group on the numbers of hatchery reared fish 
released, and of all adipose fin-clipped fish, hatchery reared and natural. 
The Use of Scale Characteristics 
In last year's report (ICES Doc. C.M.1981/H:10) the Working Group recommended 
that a study be w.ad~ of the feasibility of using scale characteristics for 
identifying the country of origin of the salmon exploited in the northern Norv:egian 
Sea and Faroese area. As a first stage in this study the characteristics of 
scales from stocks in northern Norway, Ireland and Scotland were examined. None 
of the scale material available for this initial examination was collected for the 
purpose of scale character analysis, and it is not suitable for use as reference 
standa~ds, but its analysis serves to indicate the potential value of the technique. 
Since only the Irish and Scottish samples contained fish vlhich had 
smoltified after one river year, two separate analyses, one for two or more river 
y·ear fish from the three countries, and one for one river year fish from Scotland 
and Ireland were conduct ed. 
The scale characteristics c hosen for inve~tigation were:-
1) the num ber of circuli in the first river year (CR1) 
2) the num ber of circuli in the second river year (CR2) 
3) the river age at smolt mi grat ion (J\A) 
4) the numb'er of circuli in the first sea year (Cs1). 
For two or more river year fish two discriminant functions were constructed, 
each using all four characters, but for ene-river-year fish a single discriminant 
' function v1as constructed, using only the nu:nbers of circuli in bqth the first 
:;ear (CR1) and the first sea year (CS1). The adequacy of the discriminant funct:._ons 
constructed were tested by re-classifying the individual scales according to the:'._r 
scale chRracteristics. For two or more river year fish, the percentage of the 
scales correctly cJ..assified l·:as 31% and the cor~parable figure for one river yeaY 
fish was 92%. 
Since the results of this initial anal:> ds were r:1couraging, the Hor king 
Group recom~ends that as the next step in the investigation scale sarr.ples should 
be collected for use as reference standards. These should then be'used to 
investigate the adeq'.lacy of this method to clussify, according to country of 
origin, the fish being exploi~ed in the corttern Norwegian Sea and Faroese area. 
In addition, these re!erence standards should be used to update the discriminant 
functions used to ide:-.ti:y the stocks of salmon exploited a-;; Viest Greenland. 
Sar..ples sl:ould be collected annually in tl:e mann er descri bed in l·.p;·endix 
and saxples o~ scales from 5J fish from selected cajor river syste~s ~ithin each 
country should be sent to the Freshwater Fisheries Laboratory, Fitlochry where 
they Hill be used as reference sta.ndards. I!1 stocks where there are or'.e and r:i'J.lti 
sea winter compo~ents, the sa~ple should contain 50 sets of scales of each 
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component. It will be the responsibility of individual countries to satisfy 
themselves that the selected rivers adequately describe their stocks for the 
purpose of this investigation. Once discrimination functions have been constructed, 
it is important that their aåequacy in classification be. assessed annually. 
In relation to assessments, the \·/ork ing Group 2.lso recognised the need for 
further the various components of 
,(studies of the source and magnitude of/ non-catch-fishing mortality, includi!·,g 
;"\ 
unreported catches, in both the home-·.-~aters and interception fisheries. It 
recommends that such studies be undertaken in each country,and their results and all 
other available info:·mation be l'e[Orted to the next :r.eeting of the Harking Grou:p. 
C. HOl•lE '.-!ATER FISh"ERIES 
The reported nominal catches for the home water ~isheries for Atlantic 
salmon (excluding Baltic) in the years 1960-81 are given in Table 6. These 
data update, and in some instances are revisions of, the statistics in last year's 
report (C.H.1981/l1: 10). The figHes for 1981 are provisional. 
:he data indicate ttat the total provisional reported catch of salmon and 
grilse co:r.tined in 1981 at 7,226 tonnes was approximately 720 tennes lower than in 
1920. In the Irish fisl:ery. although tJ:-,e catch of multi sea vi-inter salmon 1-1as 
slightly less thaJ that reported ir 1980, the grLlse cat:h decreased ~y more than 
200 tonnes to its lov.•est recorded level since 1972, this resulted in the co:r;bined 
catch for the fishery faL.i::g to its lo\·lest level in the series. In the Icelæ:dic 
fishery the reported combineC. c&.tch in 1981 wa.s 26 to!:r:e.s lower tr.an tl:at recorded 
in 1980 a~d the lowest figure reported since 1969. Cther countries whose fisheries 
reported decreased catctes ir: 1981 compared with the previous year 1-1ere Norway, 
Canada, USSR, Frar:ce an:i l·:or-t:.err: Irelæ1d. In contrast the England and ~!ales 
:fishery reported co:nbined ca.tch for 1921 \·:as apr:roxir~ately 150 ton:-1es higher than 
in 1980, ar:d the hifhest catch recorded sir:ce 1970, and the Scottish catch was 
almost 100 tonnes greater than the correspondir:g figure for 1980. 
The 11!orking Group 2:oted t::&t the reported catches in .r.:ost countries G.re 
ur:derestimates of the quantities of fish caught due either to their not including 
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the catches taken by one or more components of the total fishery (eg catch taken 
by anglers) or through incomplete reporting of them. Of the catches reported in 
fishing 
Ta·ble 6 only those from Canada include at' least a partial adjustmønt for non-catch-.( 
r.10rtality. In view of the importance of catch data in stock assessment the 
v/orking Group strongly urges all countries to take steps to improve the accuracy 
of their salmen catch rerorting systems including, where possible, the breakdown 
of the total catch into grilse and multi sea winter salmon respectively. The 
\olorking Group also draws attention' to the need for further investigation of the 
magnitu~e of non-eatch:..fishi!':.g mortality in home waters, as indicated in Section 
B5 above. 
At its 1981 r;,eeting of '!:he 1'/orking Gr-c,up mer:1bers were urged to provide data 
·n the sea-age, length a!",d weight composition of horr:e waters .stod:s for use in. 
assessments. The data C?D the weight of fish returning to home \vaters vJas conside:'c"d 
to be of particular i:r.:;::ortar.ce as it was one of the parameters to which the models 
used in the assessments were ~ost sensitive. Tatles 7 and 8 summarise such 
info~·:nation which v1as availa.ble on the weight of salmen returr.ing to ho~e waters 
in 1981. The \vorking Grcup ,-,oted the importance of such data for assessr:1ents and 
recor:,::-;ends that rer-::-ese::tative v1eight data should be collected for all home-wc.ters 
salmen fisheries. 
I!1forr:Jaticn v:as rresented to the \oiorking Group on changes in the abundance, 
composi. ti on and other ch;racte:::-istics of the Fecho\·a river sal~1on stocl~ ir:. the 
U.S.S?. since the 195C's • .,.,_ s::oHed a marked decrea.c;e in total abundance, the 
proportion of 3-seR-wi~ter salmon and egg production potenti2l during the 
period 1969-75 relative to earlier years. This coincided witt the growth of the 
~orwegian Sea long-line ~ishery during those years. At the same ti~e, the 
occurre!'lces of tagged 3nd took-damaged fish increased. Thereafter, in the period 
1976-1920 stock abundar.ce and egg production potential increased. and the occurrence 
of tagced hook-daxaged fish decreased, which coincided with the reduction in the 
long-1ine fishery. In 1981, the spawning stock decreased and the incidence of 
damaged fish increased again following the regrowth of the long-line 
fisheries, mainly in the Faroes area. 
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Appendix 1 
Instructions for the collection of scale samples 
1. The preferred site for the removal of a scale sample should be on the left-
hand side of the fish 3-6 ro\\S above the lateral line and on a line extending 
from the anterior edge of the anal fin to the posterior edge of the dorsal 
fin. If a site other tlmn that specified is used please state 0n scale 
packet, eg right-hand side. 
2. Prior to sar:ipling, excess mucus should be removed fro:n the rec;:ommended area 
us ing the '::ack of the knife, which should be cleaned be fore the scale sample 
is removed. 
3. The scale sample should be placed inside the scale envelope and allowed 
to dry slowly before being stored. 
4. The following information should be recorded on each scale packet. 
1. Gode r'u::-,ber 6. Sex 
2. Whole weight 7. Date 
3. Gutted weight 8. Position 
4. Fork length 9. Rernarks eg Tag number (if a recapture) 
5. Total length 
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Ta ble 1 
Report ed Nominal S8lmon Catches at West Greenland, 1960-80 
(in Tonnes, Round Fresh \1eight) 
Drift-net Gill-net and drift-net 
!'lon1ay Faroese Sweden Den mark Green].ån/.) TOTAL 
1960 o o o o 60 Eo 
1961 o o o o 127 127 
1962 o o o o 244 241.." 
1963 o o o o 466 4ff., 
1964 o o o o 1539 15?-9. 
1965 a) 36 o o 825 8Ci 
1966 32 87 o o 1251 1-;(n'1 
1967 78 155 o 85 1283 16~1 
1968 138 131+ 4 272 579 d) 1127 
1969 250 215 30 355 1360(385) . 2210 
1970 270 259 8 358 121;1~ 2146c) 
1971 340 255 o 645 1!.:.49 2689 
1972 158 1114 o 401 1u10 2113 
1973 200 171 o 385 1585 2341 
1974 11.:.0 110 o 505 1162 1917 
1975 217 260 o 382 1171 2030 
1976 o o o o 1175 1175 
1977 o o o o 1420 1420 
1978 o o o o 9~4 9B4 
10(0 o o o o 1395 1395 
1?F'.: o o o o 1'194 11941-, 
10~1 o o o o 1264 1264~ 
a)Fig·Jre.s not 13-VP..i lable, but catch is kr:o\·!!: to be less than the Faroes 
"' ..... • P~o .. risio~al 
c) :!::;cl;.;di:·,g 7 r.:etric to:1s C'l'Jght on lor.g-lir:e b:J' one of h:o Gree!:lar.d vessels 
__ the ~abrador Sea early in 1970 
d)Dr t~ ~968, gill-net only, a~ter 1968 gill-net and drift-net. The ficures in 
tra·:kets :o:r the 1t;69 catch are an est=.rr.ate of the ~Tiinir:Yur~ åri:'t--net catch 
?ec~or ~~ed for co~ve~ti~g 
G~'Ee:.:.ar;.d vessels = 1.11. 
vsssc'2.s = 1.~0. 
lar,d.ed 
Factor 
cc .. tct ::J rc~Dd 
for !"7o::·,.;egiar:;, 
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frest ·deigh: ir.;. :-~.che::·y 1:·: ... 
I.'anisl1 a!:d ?aroeEe Crift-r!e't 
l'able 2 
Distribution of Nominal Catches (tonnes) taken by Greenland vessels 
in 1973-1980 by !L4FO Divisions 
Year 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1 ) 
~ivision 
1t. 182 44 124 166 201 81 120 52 160 
1:!3 191+ 116 168 302 393 349 343 275 31+7 
1C 145 2"'0 c./ 175 262 336 245 524 404 346 
ID 335 290 204 225 207 186 213 231 202 
1E 1.;87 395 315 182 237 113 164 158 153 
1F 192 E8 185 38 46 10 31 74 31 
!lot kno\m 20 
r:'·:-".:al 1585 1162 1171 1'175 1420 984 1395 1194 1264 
.. :;t Greenhmd + + + + 6 8 -;: 
,. 
+ + 
TOTAL 1585 1162 1171 1175 1426 992 '1395 119!1 12C.4 
1 )Frovisional :igures 
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Table 3 
Re~orted nominal ca te hes in the northern Norwegian Sea long-line fishery 
north of latitude 67°N: 1965-1980 (tonnes round fresh weight) 
Danish catches converted from gutt ed we~ght 
with a factor 1.16 
Denrtar~ Far o es Gerrr.any, Horway Sv1eden 
Fed. Rep. 
Total 
F:). o:' Catch i: o. of Catch I!o. of Catch l'lo. of Catch No. of Catch •l:.,ongline Year 
'(.Yessels ·,ressels vessels vessels vessels Catch 
i' 
----
1965 1-2 -a o o o o o o o o a 
-
1966 10 - a o o o o o o a 
-
a 
1967 22 77 o o o o -a 6 -a 77+ 
196~ 28 177 b o o 100° 16 126 403° 
196? 40 413 o o 5 24 450° 2 24 911° 
1970 6o 481 b 4 21 420° 24 946° 
1971 2C 162 o o 2 9 300° 17 1+88c 
1972 2C 182 o c 2 4 300° 20 506° 
1973 15 233 o o o o 250° 2 50 533° 
1974 y 148 o o o o 200° 25 373•0 
1975 15 245 o o o o 20J0 30 475° 
'1976 2C 264 o o o c o o . 1 25 239 
W77 24 192 o o o o o c o o 192 
1972 13 124 o o o o o o o o 124 
~979 10 118 o o o o o o o o 118 
19~::· 7 1.27 28 c o o o o o 155 
1921 213 b o o o o o o 2'i3 
9. C.J.tch not ~]";0\•Jll 
b See Ta ble 5 
:'::stin:atec eat c{-, 
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Table 4 
Report ed nominal catches in the Faroese Area long-line fishery 
(tonnes round fresh weight) 
Converted from gutted weight with a factor 1.1'1 
Denmark Far o es 
No. of No. of Total Year 
vessels Catch vessels Catch Longline Catch 
1968 o o 2 5a 5 
1969 o o 4 7 7 
1970 o o 5 1Za 12 
1971 o o o o o 
1972 o o 2 9 9 
1973 o o 5 28 28 
1971f o o 5 20 20 
1975 o o 6 28 28 
1976 o o 9 4c lfO 
1977 o o 9 40 40 
1978 2 1lf 8 37 5~ 
1979 2 75 7 119 194 
1980 6 150 22 568 718 
1981b 6 100 38 927a 1,C27 
aA small part 01 <:ne catch te.ken r:.ore tha::. 200 :~iles 
from the Faroese baseline 
bPrelimicary data 
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1968-1980 
Table 5 
External tag recoveries in the Faroese fishery reported to the 
Faroes Laboratory up to 16 April 1982 from fish tagged as srnolts in various countries 
Year of recapture 
Country 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 
Norway 4 o 4 23 4 5 9 36 
Sweden o 3 12 6 6 3 4 
UK - Scotland o o 3 2 o o 3 3 
UK - N. Ireland o o o o o o o 
UK - England & v/ales o o o o o 3 
France o o o o o o o 
Denmark 2 o o o o o o 
Iceland 2 o o o o o o o 
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Table 6 
Nominal catches of salmon in home wate:rs (in tonnes 
Ene land ~>cotlandg Irelandb bel d F'rance & Northern Norway 
Yrar l T Wr~les Ire land 
T s G T s G T T l s G 
round fresh weight) 1960-1~~1 
- f 
Sweden USSRe I l d C d USA Total (west ce an ana a all 
coast) Countri' 
TT T T SG TT T 
1960 150-100 283 927 509 1,436 - - 743 139 
1961 !50-100 232 772 1r21+ 1,196 
- -
707 132 
1,659 I+O 1,100 100 - - 1,636 fl-2 7,212 
1,533 27 790 127 - - 1,583 ~2 6,403 
1962 j50-100 318 808 932 1,740 
- -
1,459 356 
1963 150-100 325 1,168 530 1,698 - - 1,458 . 306 
19(,1 • . J50-100 307 913 1,001 1,914 - - 1,617 377 
1965 !50-100 320 835 728 1,5631 
- -
1,457 281 
19,66 /50-100 387 788 836 1 '624 i - - 1,238 287 
1967 50-100 1+20 857 1,276 2,133: 
- -
1 ,1+63 449 
1968 bo-1oo 282 783 780 1,563: - - 1,413 312 
1969 150-100 377 539 1 '1+02 1 '947 : - - 1,730 267 l 801 582 1970 50-100 527 503 826 1,329: - - 1, 787 297 815 356 
1,935 45 710 125 - - 1,719 ~ 8,483 
1,786 23 480 145 - - 1,851' 8,148 
2,147 36 590 135 - - 2,069 9,268 
2,000 40 590 133 - - 2,116 (2 8,576 
1,791 3.6 570 106 - - 2,359 ~ 8,475 
1,960, 25 883 146 - - 2,863k2 10,417 
~~~~~l ;~ ~~~ ' ~~; - - ~.~1~ ~ ~.~7~ 
426 lr96 923 1,lr19 
- -
1,639 234 i 771 436 1971 \50-100 
1972 i 31+ ! 1r42 588 1,105 1,693 200 1,60•1,804 210 11,054 
1973 12 ! lr50 661 1 , 303 1 , 961+ 244 1 , 6861 , 930 182 ,1,220 
514 
506 ,726 i 23 
1,h33 l 32 
1,537: 26 
1,530 ; 20 
1,488 10 
1,050 . 10 
1,831 12 
1,830 17 
1.658 26 
77 
709 
811 
NA 
NA 
NA 
430 
631 
450 
5 
225 
266 
225 
230 
291 
225 
249 
163 
l' ,v51 71:13 ,.34 2-7 i 9,75 
r 
1974 
1975 
1976 l 
1977 
1978 i 
1979 i 
1980 i 
=1981a / 
Vol' 
o, 
l i 
l 
!i 
13 ; 383 578 1 '053 1 '631 :170 1 '958 2,128 181+ :1 '149 484 
25 
9 
19 
20 
10 
30 
20 
41+7 669 892 1,561 '27lt 1,942 2,t;16 164 /1,038 1+99 
208 328 68.2 1, 010 :109 1, lr_52 1, 561 l 113 !1 ,063 467 
31•5 369 7h2 1 '131 ;11+5 1 '227 1 ,372 110 11,018 470 
31+9 780 510 1,290 ;11+7 1,082 1,230 148 668 382 
261 697 528 1,225 ho5 922 1, 097 99 11 '150 681 
31•8 i 807 283 1 '090 1202 716 91+7 122 ,1,352 478 
1+92 l 816 372 1,188 164 521 685 101 1 '191 467 
S = Zalmon (two or more sea winter fish) G • Grilse (one sea winter fish) T = S + G 
a = Provisionnl fi(';ures 
b = Catch on River Foylc allocated on basis 50% Ireland and 5o% Northern Ireland · 
c = Not inclnr:line; ane;linp; c:1tch (mainly grilse) 
d = Bcforc 1966 .sea trout and sea char included (5% of total) 
e = USSR c.,tch mainly salmon (2 or more sea winter fj sh) 
f = Frcnch cntch tnken as 75 tonnes from 1960-1971, and USA catch as 1 tonne from 1960-1971 
g = Salmon and c;ril.r;e fie;ures for 1962-1977 corrected for grilse error 
1
1,589 950. 
1,573 91~ 
i1 '721 785 
\1,883 662 
,1,225 320 
705 582 
1,763 917 
1,619 818 
2,539 0.9 l 9,477 
2,485 1.7 l 9-538 
2,506 o.8 /C7,122) 
2,51+5 2.4 1(7,252) 
1,545 4.1 1'5.937) 
1,287 2-5 6,480 
2,680 5-5 7,950 
2,437 6.0 17,226 
Table 7 
Mean ungutted weights of salm·on returning to home waters in Norway, 
Republic of Ireland and England and Wales 
1 S.V/. 2 s.w. 
-· 
3 s.w. 
Wt (kg) No. vit (kg) No. Wt (kg) No. 
Norway 1 
R. Nur.;edalslagen 3-2 60 6.2 33 15.4 
R. Dra::;menselv 2.6 15 4.7 11 6.5 5 
R. Glomma 2.7 292 5-7 124 9.0 15 
R. Vefsna 2.5 128 5.2 107 8.2 25 
R. Surna/Grip 2.5 141 5-5 67 9-5 18 
R. Gaula 2.5 38 5.8 22 8.2 5 
Republic of Ireland2 
April 4.6 44 
l• l a y 5.1 34. 
June 3.0 37 5.2 .11 
Jul y 3-2 122 
England and Wales 
Drift net fishery3 3-1 100 5.8 60 9-5 4 
Rod :fishery 4 2.9 5.4 &.2 
Data :!'rom recaptures of salmon tagged as reared smoltc in ti-.e 
period 19E3-137~· 
2 Data :ror.-t mixed-stock crift net fishery off Donegal in 1981 
3 Lata :ror~ ::-.ixed-stock drift net fishery off Yorkshire b 1981 
4 
:!::sti:::ates :!'rom 4 rod fisheries in SH England and Wales 
i!l 1981 
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l 
Onc-SeA-Wintcr Salmen 
Si te Gear 
T1r1ecd Net & Coble 
T~y Net & Coble 
North Er;k Net & Coble 
Mncqnff Fixed Ent;ine 
Spr-!y Nct !'< Coblc 
Kyle of 
Sutherland Net F< Cohlt: 
Strathy Fixcd Encinc 
J\chilti.buie Fixed Ent;inc 
Ear;td GISS Fixed Engine 
Two-Sea-\vinter Salmon 
1'wced 
Tny 
North Er;k 
l1acduff 
Spe y 
Kyle of 
Sutherland 
Strathy 
E<~striggs 
l 
\.>1 
1\) 
Net & Coble 
Net & Coble 
NPt 8.< Coble 
Fixen Engine 
Net & Coble 
Net & Coble 
Fi.xe<'l Engine 
Fixed Engine 
Table 8 
1-lerm Unfiu t ted wei r;,ht (kg) of sal mon re turning to home waters in Scot land 
1981 Data 
F'cbruory l1arch April l1Ay JJJne July 
Wt (kg) No. iift (kg) No. \vt c ke;) No. Wt (Kg) No. l.r/t (kg) No. Wt (kg) 
- - - - - - - - - -
2.2 
- - - - - - - - 2-5 56 2.5 
- - - - - -
2.2 1 4-3 67 2.5 
- - - - -
-
- -
2.1 12 2.4 
- - - - - - - -
2.6 129 2.7 
- - - - - - - -
2.6 '+2 2.7 
- - - - - - - -
2.5 156 2.7 
- - - - - - - -
2.6 53 2.7 
.:. 
- - - - - - - - - 2-5 
- - - - - - - - - - 5-5 
-
- - - - - - - 5-5 13Lf 6.0 
3-6 288 3-8 277 '+.0 179 4.3 452 4.9 276 5-6 
- - - - - - 5-2 23 5-1 
3-9 20 4.1 21 4.1 49 4.5 126 5-I~ 230 6.1 
- - - - -
- -
-
5.6 y::; 5.6 
- - - - -
.:. 
- - 4.9 27 5.6 
- - - - - - - - - - 5.6 
August September 
No. Wt (kg;) No. Wt (kg) Nr 
208 2.4 302 3-3 3~ 
225 2-9 285 
121 2.8 133 
160 2.7 325 
.)50 3-0 570 
530 2.8 175 
344 2.8 117 
187 3-0 8 
39 2.6 20 3-1 
105 6.2 86 7.1 
107 6.5 95 
38 6.3 16 
83 5.6 5lf 
~58 6.8 134 
57 5-5 1.0 
41 5.8 7 
32 6.1 14 6.3 
VI 
Q} 
G 
c 
o 
-1-
1250 
i3 1200 
~ 
LJ 
1150 
1100 
X 
x 140mm 
y=1183·79 + 5·4398x - 0·0710x2 
( r2 = 0·9975) 
. ~ 
~X 
~X . 
x 134mm 
= 1088·64 + 2·.4552x -0·012Sx2 
x ( r 2 = O· 9998 ) 
:?IG~:r:: 1 P.lc".:.-,\:>le catc!1 levels :or the ':!est Greenla!1d sal:r.o;: fid:.e~7 in 
relr. •. ~~-n te. se1:sc:: (open:i:;t; date ;,...:~c:st 10 = åay 1 )for r.:esl; ~izc:= 
of 1.~'-! :::-- ar:d 1hO ~i7i ·· 
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Report of Meeting of Special Study Group of North Atlant1c 
Salmon Working Group. 
Torshavn, 15. - 16. December 1981. 
A Special Study Group was convened by the Chairman of the 
Working Group (Mr. B.B. Parrish) ·and met, under the chair-
manship of Mr. H. i Jakupsstovu at Torshavn, F~roe Islands, 
from 15. - 16. December 1981. The following representatives 
of ICES member countries participated: 
D. Reddin Canada· 
o. Christensen Denmark 
H. i Jakupsstovu Faroe Islands 
A. Re inert 
o. Justinussen 
R. Mouritsen 
Th. Gudjonsson Iceland 
K.W. Jensen Norway 
P.O. Larsson Sweden 
E.C.E. Potter U K 
Unfortunately, due to bad weather contitions, Messrs. 
W.M. Shearer and K.U. Vickers of UK and J. Browne of Ire-
land were unable to attend the meeting. These delegates 
were kept informed of the proceedings by telephone. 
Terms of reference: 
The Special Study Groups remit, as set out in recommendation 
c. Res 1981/2: 7 P.assed at the 1981 Annual Meeting of ICES, 
;.ras to plan the acquisition of data required for the c.ssess-
ment of the effects of the Norwegian Sea and Faroes fisheries 
on home-water stocks. 
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The group adopted the following agenda for the meeting. 
l. Data necessary to assess the effects of the Norwegian 
Sea and Faroese Sea fisheries on home-water stocks. 
2. Cooperation in the res.ea·rch on the different fisheries. 
3. Presentation of programs related to the open sea 
fisheries. 
4. The feasibility of a 11ew marking experiment. 
5. Conclusions and recommendations. 
l. Data necessary to assess the effects of the Norweaian 
Sea fisheries on home water stocks. 
The stu~y Group agreed that, in pursuing its remit, it 
was appropriate to consider the collection of additional 
data that might be used in more complex assessments of 
North Atlantic salmen fisheries. The Group discussed the 
list of parameters prepared by Parrish (1973) in relation 
to the West Greenland fishery assessment and the par~­
meters used in the preliminary assessment of the No-:-wegiar> 
Sea fisheries in the 1981 1\'orking Group Report (Anen 1981). 
The following topics were identified and dis~ussed: 
~· Total fishery induced mortality (landings, discards 
and non catch fishing mortalities) for high seas and 
home water fisheries . 
.Q. The composition of the exploited stocks in the high. 
seas fishe~ies by country of origin (and subsequent 
destination) . 
g. The age compbsition of total catches in the hig~ seas 
fisheries and the proportion of each sea age class 
returning to home waters in the same and subsequent years. 
Q. Natural mortality rates for Atlantic salmen during the 
sea phase of the life cycle. 
.§_. Growth rates for different Atlantic salmen stocks dur-
._ 
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i 
! 
l ! 
l ; 
i 
!l 
\l 
l 
ing the sea phase of the life cycle. 
K· Migration pattern. 
g, Exploitation rates within the high seas and home 
l 
~water fisheries. 
h· The relationships between the size of spawning stocks 
and the number of smolt migrating to sea. 
The Group considered what data could be collected for the 
investigation of each of these topics. These possible 
study areas are shown in table I. 
The Study Group strongly urged all countries to pursue 
programmes of research on the aspects of these topics 
relating to home waters. In particular it was agreed 
that all countries should attempt to collect data o~ the 
timing of _returns ~f ~~ffe:ren_t -~g_e cla~.s~s .-~~ home w<=~ters 
and also sample returning stncks on a monthly basis for 
lenglh,. Y{eight and age data. 
The Group then went on to discuss the collection of data 
in the Northern Norwegian Sea and Faroes fisheries. 
2. Cooperation in the research on the different fisheries. 
It was recognized by the group that at ~resenc it was 
only practicable to cooperate in research on the apen 
sea fisheries as conducted by Faroes and Denmark. It 
migh~ however, be possible at a later stage to pool· a 
similar effort in the study of other nations salmon 
fisheries in order to get a full picture within a short 
period. 
The data that might be collected in a cooperative re-
search programm·e on the apen sea fisheries 'dere inden-
tified from table I as length-, weight-, scale-, blood 
~
and gonad samples-, landings and additional losses and 
efforts. The data can be grouped into a) data which must 
be recorded by licencees (obligatory) b) data which will 
have to be collected. 
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a) Obliqatory cata. 
Both Faroese and non Faroese vessels fishing for 
salmon within the faroese fishery zone require 
licences. 
Landings frcmthe fishery are recorded in numbers by 
weightgroups (gutted) and total weight by trip. 
Given ·conversion· factors on round weight gutted weight, 
the Faroese catches could be raised to round fresh 
weight. 
In addition to recording the catch for each trip the 
skippers are enforced by law to fill out daily log-
hooks giving, by sets, position, number of hooks and 
the catch in numbers. This information can be used 
for measures of effort and catch per unit effort by 
area and time. 
b) Data collection. 
Data·which have.to be collected by observers at sea 
or at fishing plants are length, weigh~, scale~ blood 
samples and gonads and observations on additional 
losses and tag recaptures. 
Based on similar efforts in the Greenland salmon 
fishery and on sampling sheets and.sampling envelopes 
in use at the different laboratories the group pro-
posed to produce a special envelope to use for the 
scale and length/weight sampling and a s6mpling sheet 
to record set details. These together with explana-
tions are appended ås appendix 2 and 3 respectively. 
The group recommends that a limited number of ~pecimen1 
are sampled every month for blood and gonads. The ~im 
of this would be to establish a maturity key bcsed 
on visual observations v.·hich could be correlated to 
the hormone levels in blood . 
. It was suggested that a saffipling~level of about 5 per cent of 
the catch s!lo1.:.ld provide sufficient data for the assess:nent of 
the effects of the Non:egian Sea Fisheries on hor.,e "'ater stocks. 
Such sampli~g levels could probably be achieved by placing 
observers aboard one or tv1o vessels throughout the period of 
the fishery. However, the Group r.oted that there rr.ay be 
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~unb1aerao1e va~1a~1on 1n the exploited populatlon betwee~ different 
parts of the large fishery area. It was sucgested t~at, to assess 
the extcnt cf these variations, observcrs should, at c erta in tir.-.es, 
bP. placed aboard a larger number of vessels fishing in different 
areas. The Group agreed that tbe normal sampling v.·ork should 'ce 
undertaken by a single observer but that tv;o observers •:ould te 
needed for taggin0 or when blood and gonad samples are to be· taken. 
The total sawlJl.i.nt;; programme will therefor~ require an average of 
about two observers per mo~th. 
3. Presentation of programs, re1ated to the apen sea 
fisheries. 
Faroese fishery. 
Faroes presented to the group their sampiing program for 
the salmen fishery in the fishing season 1981/82 in-
c1uding observers on fishing vesse1s throughout the 
season (appendix III) . 
In addition to this the fo11owing countries expressed 
their intention ~o send observers to participate in· 
a cooperative research program on the apen sea fisheries, 
and made very tentative suggestion of the manpower they 
could supp1y. 
Country Nan weeks Remarks 
Denmark 
Iceland 4 
Norway 4-8 l) 
Sweden 3 
Ireland 24 
UK 12 
l) Due to budgetary difficulties this may be substituted 
by the equiva1ent in money to hire faroese observers. 
As the commitment by country to take part in a coopera-
tive research program, both with relation to manpower and 
time vras preliminary the group was unab1e to dra~· ta de-
tail ed program. The group, however, felt that this shou1d 
be done as soon as possible after the final commitments 
have been made to the convenor (rec. 2) by the coordinator (rec 4) 
anp passed _on to the participating co~ntries. 
4. Taaqinq. 
The Study Group discussed five marking techniques that 
could be used in the study of the topics listed under 
item l, internal and external tagging of smolt and 
c-,dul ts and dye marking of adul ts. Dye marking was on ly 
suggested as a simple s~ort term marking t~chnique to 
be used within the fisheries. The_ group tabulated points 
f~r and against the various techniques (table 2) and 
then discussed the application of these techniques to 
the study af these topics. 
Topic Q· The group noted that neither smolt nor adult tagging 
data could be'·used to estimate the composition of 
stocks in the high sea fisheries by country of ori-
gin until reliable 8stimates of exploitation rates 
were available. 
The group also considered the probl~~s of tagging 
representative samples of smolts within and b~tween 
different countries. It was therefore agreed that 
under this topic, adult tagging could only be 
considered to validate the discriminate function 
,analysis of scale characteristics. 
Topic ~· The group discussed the possibility of using adult 
tagg ing to estimate t 1 Je t:im~ ng of returns from the 
high seas fishery areas to home waters. It was .sug-
_gested that tagging may effect the rate of rnaturation 
and _that taggir:_<;:J l!JOrt<'lli ties mj ght ocr.ur over a 
long time. It was also thought that there could be 
differential mortalities related both to size and the 
state of maturation of the fish. The group there-
fore agreed that, under this topic also, tagging· 
could only be used to validate other techniques 
(e.g. blood and gonad sampling). 
Topic g. The group agreed that smolt tagging would be neces~ 
sary to improve our understanding of natural morta-
lity rates in the sea. In view of the low~r hand-
ling and tag mortalities associated with internal 
tags, the group recommended this as the best 
approach. 
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Topic ~· The group discussed earlier tagging experiments 
and noted~ that the growth of adult salmen appeared 
to be seriously affected by the high seas capture 
and tagging procedures. In view·of the evid8nce from 
Icelandic experiments it was recommended that in-
ternal taaaing of smolts should be used to establish 
growth curves for different stocks. 
Topic K· In the investigation of migration patterns, par-
ticulcry between different feeding areas, easy 
observation of marks and the occurence of inciden-
tal (or unexpected) recaptures were.considered to be 
important. 
The group therefore considered that, although it 
would only provide qualitative data, this topic 
would have ~o be studied by external tagging of 
adults. 
Topic g. Adult tagging was discussed as a method of assessing 
the exploitation rates within the open seas fisheries. 
However, it was thought unlikely that reliable esti-
~ates could be made. 
Tcpic h· The group gen~rally favoured the use of inte~nal tag~ 
for large scale tagging experiments on smolts. 
The group recommended that tagging of salmen smolts (both 
wild and reared) ·should be increased. In this they favoured 
the use of internal microtags. However it was recognized 
that taq9~~ ~rn~amm~s should be coordinated with proQcammes 
for scanninq cat~hes ;n all opeD seas and home w~ter fi~h~ries 
The Study Group s~ggested that Irish and Icelandic tagging 
programmes .should be used as pilot projects and that this 
should be discussed in detail by the full working Gro~p. 
The group concluded that adult tagging was mainly of use for 
the validation of other sampling and analysis techn~ques. No 
adult tagging technique was considered to have particular 
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aavantages on scientific grounds. 
It wa3 the opinion of the group that ~Pp~oximately 50 recap~ 
tures_in ~ach of four areas would be required for a valida-
tion nf the disciminant func~Ion analysi?. To achieve this 
approximately 5000 fish would have to be tagged in the 
.Faroes fishery area. The group estimated that assuming 
approx. 1/3 of the fish caught were fit for tagging a maxi~ 
mwm of 1500 ·fish could be tagged ?er f~sh~~g vessel 
in the period March to May. At any other time.the numbers 
of fish tagged could be substantially reduced. Two assis-
tants would be required to carry out tagging work. 
Cost of a tagging programme has been estimated roughly: 
l) Fara-ese assistants will east approximately d. k~. 
13.000 per month (subsistance included). A 60' - 70' 
vessel with crew can be hired for approximately d.kr. 
150.000 per month and fishing gear (lang-lines) for 
approximately d.kr. 20.000 per month. 
Based on this the east of tagging 5000 fish would be 
in the order of danish kr. 2.000.000,00. The sale of 
fish unsuitable for tagging could, however, substanti-
ally reduce the above costs. 
2) Al ternativily li ve salmon could be boug.ht and tagged 
aboard a fishing vesseL The price will probably be d .. ·:~ 
kr. 50,00 per kg on average (estimated to d.kr. 200,00 
per fish) . For 5000 tagged fish these costs will be of 
the order of d.kr. 1.000.000,00. In addition come ex-
pences for the tagging crew (d.kr. 26.000,- per month 
for two hired Faroese assistants. 
5. Conclusions and recommendations. 
1. The Study Group concludes that a cooperative re-
search program on the salmon fishery in the Faroe. 
area is desirable and should cornrnence as soon as 
possible. 
2. In order to facilitate rec. l. countries intending 
to participate in the program should send to the con-
vener (Hr. B. B. Parrish), befare the end of January 
1982 information on: a) Arnount of manpower they are 
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able to allocate, b) at what time this could be 
available and c) to what extent they can assist in 
working up the data and analy~e samples. 
3. The research program should cover at least ene full 
fishing season (October- May). Any research done in 
the beginning of 1982 could be regarded as a pilot 
project. 
4. The cooperative research program should be coordi-
nated by a person appointed by the Faroese Fisheries 
Institute. 
5. Smolt tagging by countries of origin should be con-
tinued and expanded. Special emphasis'should be 
given to use of internal tags. The coordination of 
micro tagging programs and programs for scanning 
catches for tags in all fisheries should be conside-
red at the next meeting of the full North Atlantic 
Salmen Working Group. 
6. Because of the high costs involved tagging of adult 
salmen in the Faroe area should be discussed by the 
tull North Atlantic Salmen Working Group. 
Anen 1981: 
Refe:-enceP. 
Report of meeting of North Atlantic 
Salmen Working Group. Copennagen l. - 6. 
April 1981. ICES C.M. 1981/1'1: ·10. 
Parrish, B.B. 1973: International Atlantic Salmen 
Symposium 1973. 
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Table I. Data that could be collected for the investigation 
of topics listed by the Study Group 
Data relevant 
to topic.s 
Lenaht 
h'eight/ da ta 
Scale samples 
Blood samples 
Gr~f,~as · 
L~'i~:ding s, discard~} 
~hd additi~nal ) ) 
losses ) 
Effort 
Tagg ing 
Up & downstream 
river counts 
'Cl 
Q) 
u 
::l 
'Cl Ul 
~ Q) 
·ri ·ri 
+J 
>-.·ri 
l-1.-i 
a> ro· 
,C+J 
Ul 1-1 
·ri o 
~ E 
X 
Topics listed by study Group 
~ 
o 
·ri 
+J 
-a 4-l 
Ul o 
o 
P..>-. E 1-1 
O+J 
u r:: 
::l~ 
..'< O·ri 
u u bl 
o ·ri 
+J :>-. 1-1 
UJ,OO 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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X 
X X X 
X 
X 
X X X 
~ 
o 
·ri 
+J 
ro 
+J 
·ri 
o Ul 
.-iQ) 
P.,+J 
x ro 
~ 1-1 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
l 
u 
Q) 
~ 
'Cl 
r:: 
ro+J 
r:: 
,.'<QJ 
u E 
G-!J 
+l·ri 
UJ E 
h 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Table II 
-- -
Reduced growth 
Tag mortality 
/1andling mortality 
Tag loss 
Biasr-;:1 re turns in 
high sea 
fisheries 
Bia sed returns in 
home water 
fisheries 
__ Lack of "inciden-
~~~tal" recoveries 
A relative assessment of 
points }+) for and against (~) various 
tagging techniques 
Smolt Smolt Adult 
inter nal external in terna l 
Tags Tags Tags 
+ - -
+ -
- - (high) 
- (high) 
+ - + 
+ - + 
- + -
- + -
Ease of observation 
of mark (e.g. by 
fishermen) - + 
-
Ease of identifica-
ti on of mark (e.g. 
time & cost) · - + -
C ost of equipment 
etc. - + -
l 
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Adult Adult 
external dye 
Tags Tags 
-
-
- (high) -
- l 
- ? 
+ -
+ -
+ ? 
+ ·? 
+ + 
Appendix l 
s .i z e 5 , 5 x 9 cm 
SALMON 
Scale envelope with records to be noted 
from fish sampled at fish plants and aboard 
cominercial f ishing. boa ts. 
Observer 
No 
Set Sp. 
No No 
x Boa t name/number 
x Date of setting/sampled 
x Where caught/sampled 
FL 
ww 
SEX 
Scales area 
Remarks 
TL 
GW 
Maturity 
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observer No 
Set No. 
.Specimen No. 
Boat name/number 
Information to be recorded on sca1e enve1opes 
From predetermined codes. 
To be recorded by observers from 01 onwards. 
To be recorded by observers from 001 onwards . 
For fish sampled that particular set. 
Name of boat and register number. 
Hhere caught/sampled If observer, see set details. If. cornmercial 
samples, then use information from skipper. 
Location of sample if commercial plant sample. 
FL - Fork length 
TL - Total length 
WW - Nhole weight 
of fish 
GW - Gutted weioht 
of fish 
SEX -
Maturity 
Scales area 
Remarks 
X 
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To be.measured in cm to the nearest cm~ 
from tip of snout to mid-fork of tail. 
To be measured in cm to the nearest cm bclow 
from tip of snout to end of tail. 
To be weighed to the nearest 1/~p th of kg be-
low. At sea usinq a steelya~d. 
To be weighed with head-on and kidneys removed 
to the nearest l/lo th of k~ below. At sea using 
i'i steelyard. 
M-male or P-male. 
As a preliminary approach observers should,re-
co.:::-d an .Q. ::or fish i'>'hich ar-= se2mingly unmaturing 
and an N for fish which are seemingly maturing. 
Location from which scale sample is removed 
from if other than standard location (GBA -
general body area or RS - right side) . Standard 
location is on the left side 3-6 scale rows a-
bove the lateral line on a line extending fro.m 
the posterior base of the dorsal fin. About 25 
scales per fish are required to be removed 
after first cleaning fish with the edge of.a 
knife. 
To inc1ude comrnents on tag number or other marks 
such as finclips, eroded dorsal fins or 'twisted 
vertebrate. If blood sample/gonad sample was 
taken it should be noted here. 
It is not necessary to repeat this information 
on each envelope. 
l>.poendix II 
-
" SET DATAILS 
Observer No Set No 
Num ber and name of boat Sur face Temp 
Start o c End o c 
Year Month Date Light end of set 
~ 
Start Position Hind Direction 
l N W· Start End 
End Position Wind Force 
l N w Start End 
Mid-point Observers (names) 
N w 
Begin setting En a setting Mid-point 
GMT 
Be<; ··'1 hau l ing En o ha uling f'.1id-point Duration of fishi•ng (Hrs. an<:] tenths) 
GHT 
Num ber åf 
hooks 
., ...... Discards less 
than 60 cm 
.Z'\.live De a a 
Remarks: 
Other species 
Soecies 
l 
Total number of Catch per Salmon 
salmon caught 1000 hooks tagg ed 
Non-c~tc~ fishing rno7talitie~ - category of loss 
Discaros 
greater than 
60 cm 
caught (by-catch) 
num ber ·1 Taa 
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Tags 
num ber 
Haul back 
lo'sses 
Recovered 
colour oriain 
Information to be recoroen on the set oetailform. 
Observer No. From preoetermined codes. See appendix I. 
Set No. To be recorded by observers from 01 onwaros. See 
appendix I. 
Start Position. Record position when setting first buoy. 
In Loran C time differences and convert to coordinates. 
End Position. Record position when taking in last buoy, 
in Loran C time differences and convert to coordinates. 
Mid-point Position. Calculated from positions recorded 
above. 
Beain setting. Time when first buoy is set in GMT - Green-
wich Mean Time. 
End setting. Time when all buoys are out. 
Beai~ hauling. Time when first buoy is tak~n on board. 
End hauling. Time when all buoys are on board. 
Mid-point and Duration of Fishing. Calculated from mid-
point of setting to mid-point of hauling. Not done by the 
observer. 
Light. Standard code attacted. Record at. end of setting. 
Hind ::>irec7.:ion & Force. Standard codes at"':a'Ched. R:.:Jcord 
at beginning of set and end of haul. 
Effort, and Catch per 1000 hooks. Calculated cat~h per 1000 
hooks fished. Not done by the observers. 
Non-catch fishing mortalities - category of loss. 
Discards (less than 60 cm): Fish thrown overboard because 
they are smaller than legal size defined as dead or 
alive. 
Discards {greater than 60 cm) : Fish thrown overboard because 
they are damaged or in poor condition. 
Haulback losses: Fish that fall off hooks during process of 
hauling back. 
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Standard Codes - Lioht, Wind Force and Sea 
Darkness 
-
o Dull (overcast, fog, rain) - 3 
~Moonlight 
- l Bright~ but hazy - 4 
Dark-Dawn or Bright sunlight - 5 
Dusk-Dark - 2 
l-lind Force Code 
The Beaufort force of the wind i~ estimated from the appearance of the sea 
surface, according to the table below. This table is only intendeq as a 
guide to show roughl~' what may be expected on the open sea, remote from 
___ land. Factors which must be taken into account are the "lag" effect 
:W;F·-between the wind increasing and the sea getting up; and the influence of 
---- "fetch", depth, swell, heavy rai"n and ti de effect on the appearance of the 
sea. Estimation of the wind force by this method becomes unreliable in 
shallow water or when close i~shore, owing to the tidal effect and the 
shelter provided by the land. 
Code Appearance of sea if fetch and-duration of the blow 
have been sufficient to develop the sea fully 
00 Sea like a mirror 
01 Ripples with the appearance of scales are formed, 
but without foam crests. 
02 Small \·:ave l ets; crests have a gl as sy appearance 
and do not break. 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
Large wavelets; crests begin to break; foam of glassy 
appe&rance; psrhaps scattered wh~te horses. 
Srnall \'laves, becoming lenger, fairly frequent white 
horses. 
~-loderate \':aves; many v:hite herses are formed 
(chance of some spray) 
La_rge \'laves; \'lhite foam crests everywhere 
(probably some spray) 
Sea heaps up and white foam from breaking waves 
begins to be blown in streaks along the direction 
of the wind. 
Moderately high waves; edges of crests begin to 
break into the spindrift; foam is blol'.rn in well-
marked streaks along the direction of the wind. 
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bescription 
Calm 
Light Air 
Light 
Breeze 
G.entl e 
Breeze 
rloderate 
breeze 
Fresh 
Breeze 
Strong 
Breeze 
Ne ar 
Gale 
Gale 
Appendix III 
TENTATIVE PLAN FOR SAMPLING THE FAROESE CATCHES 
Landed weightsl totals 
Landed weight by weight category 
Number landed by weight category 
Catches by statistical rectangles) 
Effort by statistical rectangles·~ 
Additional information on fishery' 
conditions ) 
Observer oroaram. 
from landing statistics 
(conditional for getting 
a license) 
From logbooks 
Fiskiranns6knarstovan intends to place observers on board on vessels to 
€!nfj:3ample length1 length-weight 1 securing sea le samples l estimate discards 
ana length distribution of discardsl securing tags. 
The intensity of the scheme is based on the distribution of the fishery 
in 1~·30 1 which o:..1tlined 3 main a~eas. (fig l) 
I The area to the North of the Faroes 1 fished during the whole 
season. 
II The area appr. 'between 4° w and 40 El and 70° N to 71° 30' N 
(fished in April-May) 
III The area appr. between 3° w and 20 E and 67° N and 69° N (fished 
in May) 
' f~~:~~~)bserv8l"S will be placed aboard ~ vessel!;- to cover the areas as follows: 
November 
December 
Janua.!:"y 
February 
March 
April 
Ha y 
I 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
II 
l 
l 
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III 
l 
Fig I. Sampling areas Faroese program for sampling Faroese fishery 
on Atlantic Salmon 
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1 
1 
1 
' 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
